New Release
July 2011

Full model change: 61 patterns and 292 items
Release of the “one-chain type” for controlling with a single chain

Release of the vertical blind new “Line

Drape”

Released on July 4
On July 4, the Tachikawa Corporation will release a revamped version of its popular and stylish “Line Drape”
vertical blind product. The “Line Drape”, with improved functionality and design, comes in 61 patterns and
featuring 292 items.

■Tranquility that shines in your living room: 61 patterns in 292 items
In addition to five categories, “Artemode,” “Contemporary Touch,” “Fine Natural,” “WA gokoro,” and
“Material” representing a global view appealing to users’ instincts, “Plain,” “Light Shielding,” “Lace,” and
“Wooden” are all available. Abundant design/texture to highlight your living room.
A number of common cloths which can be coordinated with the “Roll screen Larc”, due for release the same
day, are available. Enjoy coordinating various products in your space: “Line Drape” for your sweeping living
room window, and “Roll Screen” for your high and small windows.
■Energy-saving (heat-shielding) slats on sale
Newly added energy-saving (heat-shielding) slats in three patterns shield sunshine, suppress increase in
room temperature, and thus help save energy and power.
■Renewed design of mechanical parts
The design of mechanical parts has been renewed, achieving a smart and exquisite result. The “Warm
Series” (optionally available in five colors), adopting a teakwood design for the rail, will be released. This
warm design optimally matches your furniture and other items.
■New “One-chain Type” and “Separate Type” on sale
The “one-chain type”, featuring slats that can be opened, closed and tilted, has been added to the standard
type and is ideal for unreachable high windows. A “Separate Type”, featuring easy operation thanks to a
wide opening area has also gone on sale.
■Free guarantee period extended from one to two years * (slats and cords: one year)

“Line Drape” standard type (Cord type)
Slat width: 100 mm, Parts color: Black
Artemode LD-2002
Reference price (including tax):
¥79,275(180 cm [W] × 180 cm [H])

“Line Drape” standard type (Cord type)
Slat width: 127 mm , Parts color: Warm series (Natural/option)
Fine natural LD-2123
Reference price (including tax):
¥66,990(180 cm [W] × 180 cm [H])

